
3D VIGNETTE MINI ALBUM PROJECT KIT
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DIES: Grand Crested Tower S6-164, 
Universal Accordion Fold Spine 
S5-409, Decorative Edges and 
Spines S4-1031, I Carry Your Heart 
3D Layering Dies S4-1026, Sweet 
Cottage Flowers S4-1025

CARDSTOCK & PAPER:  
Buttercream CS-0006, Oatmeal 
Cookie CS-0023, Journey Vellum 
PP-0044 (Other: Pale Pink Solid, 
Medium Green Solid and Script 
Patterned Paper)

ACCESSORIES: Rustic Rose Ribbon 
AC-0408, Pearls AC-0024

Please visit spellbindersblog.com/project-kits for a complete video tutorial!

SpellbindersPaperArts.com



ASSEMBLY:

D + G

F + B + E + G

1. Fold and adhere spine (J); see back 
of packaging for tips. Wet glue is  
recommended

6. Prepare page 2 as shown

3. Prepare front cover as shown.  
*TIP: Adhere patterned paper oval  
to wrong side of die (album will be 
assembled wrong sides together)

9. Prepare page 3 as shown
10. Repeat step #9 for page 4, except 
substitute sentiment oval (H) in place 
of heart

4. Adhere first page (cover) to outside 
edge of folded spine; line up scored 
edge carefully. Then, adhere second 
die WRONG SIDES TOGETHER to first 
die cut on other side of folded spine 
edge (this will enclose edge of spine 
between two dies)
5. Repeat steps #3 and #4 for BACK 
cover of album

11. Continue to adhere pages until 
album is full, always adhering  
2 dies wrong sides together with a 
spine tab between each die/set of dies

12. Fold edges of Decorative Spine and adhere to 
cream panel with folded edges wrapped around 
panel and adhered flat; adhere to outside edge  
of spine by carefully gluing in place, let dry
13. Embellish album with die cut flowers (visit us  
at spellbindersblog.com/project-kits for a video  
tutorial) or your choice of finished floral accents; 
add pearls and ribbon to front and back cover  
(see photo)

2. Trim folded spine to fit  
(see markings on die)

7. When adding page 2, first adhere  
solid page to one side of spine tab, then 
add oatmeal die cut (finished page will 
have spine tab between 2 die cuts)
8. Repeat steps #6 and #7 for page  
5 of album
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Trim to 
11/2 x 41/2”


